
Serious 
freedom.
Founded in 2010, Temple Bright is a law firm of  
around 70 partners with offices in London and 
Bristol. We invite applications from UK-based 
solicitors with 7 or more years’ post-qualification 
experience in leading firms or in-house.

We are an SRA authorised and regulated new model law firm that gives lawyers greater autonomy.  
Our clients range from start-ups to PLCs. We cover the main commercial practice areas and make 
four simple promises to clients: City quality; reasonable fees; senior lawyers; responsive. We keep these 
promises through our pioneering business model, the chambers practice.

The result of  our strategy is that Temple Bright is a machine for winning new work and doing it well.  
So much so that a client following is rarely essential for new joiners.

Like the best traditional firms in the City and elsewhere, we are serious: about maintaining our culture, 
calibre and distinctiveness. Like other new model firms, we offer lawyers freedom: to work when and 
where they choose, without targets. 

Temple Bright combines the best of  the traditional and the innovative. To continue your career among 
City level colleagues, but with serious freedom, get in touch.

We don’t want to be the biggest new model law firm, just the best. We work in agile, partner-only teams. 
We are selective and have grown carefully. Among the major new model firms, we think we offer the best 
financial deal for lawyers.

For a confidential discussion, 
please contact the firm’s co-founder 
Tim Summers.

tim.summers@templebright.com
M: +44 (0) 7581 225 804
www.templebright.com



A different 
way.
Founded in 2010, Temple Bright is a law firm of  
around 70 partners with offices in London and 
Bristol. We invite applications from UK-based 
solicitors with 7 or more years’ post-qualification 
experience in leading firms or in-house.

We operate a self-employment model that we call a chambers practice. 
This is a solicitors’ firm structured like a barristers’ chambers. Our model 
enables us to take a distinctive approach, designed to satisfy clients.

We think our approach realises the full potential of  the self-employment model and fills a gap in the 
market. We have become an energetic competitor to traditional commercial firms.

We are looking for lawyers who want to work in the Temple Bright style, among exceptional colleagues.  
We are not concerned as to whether you would bring clients. Some of  our busiest partners joined us 
from non-partner roles.

To discuss a credible alternative career path, get in touch. We offer a place for excellent lawyers who want 
to do things in a different way.

We make four promises: City quality; reasonable fees; senior lawyers; responsive. 
These promises enshrine what we think clients most value in their lawyers.  
We work in agile, partner-only teams. We think most legal work is best handled 
by a team of  high calibre, experienced lawyers, who can all rely on each other.

For a confidential discussion, 
please contact the firm’s co-founder 
Tim Summers.

tim.summers@templebright.com
M: +44 (0) 7581 225 804
www.templebright.com
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